
Density distribution of 17B from a reaction cross-section measurement
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The reaction cross sectionssRd for the neutron-rich nucleus17B on a carbon target has been measured at an
energy of 77A MeV by the transmission method. An enhancement ofsR at intermediate energy compared to
that at high energy was observed. The density distribution of17B was deduced through the energy dependence
of sR using a finite-range Glauber-type calculation under an optical-limit approximation as well as a few-body
approach. The existence of a long neutron tail in17B was demonstrated. The fraction of the wave function with
the valence two-neutron configuration ofs2s1/2dJ=0

2 or s1d5/2dJ=0
2 was found to be 50±10% based on a finite-

range few-body Glauber-type calculation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

During the last few decades investigations of unstable nu-
clei have made rapid progress by means of a radioactive
ion-beam technique. After the neutron halo in11Li was dis-
covered [1,2], the existence of a neutron halo in some
neutron-rich light nuclei was suggested. The neutron halo,
established in11Li and in 11Be [3–11], can be characterized
by a weak binding energy of the valence neutron(s), a large
matter radius, and a narrow momentum distribution follow-
ing fragmentation. Ans-wave dominance in valence neu-
tron(s) plays an essential role in halo formation.

From a theoretical point of view,17B (Jp=3/2−, T1/2
=5.08 ms[12]) is considered to be a three-body system com-
posed of theA=3Z core and two outside neutrons[13]. Ri-
isageret al. have classified halo states by using a universal-
scaling plot for three-body systems with hyperangular
momentumsKd [14]. The quantum numberK is 0, 1, and 2,
depending on whether the two neutrons are ins waves,
roughly half of thes wave plus half of thepd wave, and
mainly pd waves, respectively, relative to the core. Thus, the
states withK=0 and 1 can contribute to halo formation. Ac-
cording to their argument,17B can be classified into the cat-
egory with theK=1 state. Therefore, it is expected to be a
halo nucleus.

Experimentally, 17B has been suggested to be a two-
neutron halo nucleus due to its weak binding of the valence
two-neutron sS2n=1.39±0.14 MeVd [15], the large root-
mean-square(rms) matter radiussr̃ =2.90±0.06 fmd [16],
and the narrow momentum distribution of15B fragments
sG=80±10 MeV/cd [17] from the breakup of17B.

Motivated by the theoretical argument and the measure-
ments mentioned above, we studied the density distribution
of 17B to understand the halo structure. The existence of a
long neutron tail in17B as well as its amplitude and the
fraction of the wave function with the valence two-neutron
configuration are discussed in this report.

II. EXPERIMENT

The experiment was performed at the RIKEN projectile
fragment separator(RIPS) [18]. The experimental setup is
shown in Fig. 1.

A Be (739 mg/cm2 thick) or Ta (1498 mg/cm2 thick) tar-
get was installed in the F0 area as a production target. We
installed an Al wedge degrader and a parallel-plate avalanche
counter(PPAC) [19] at the F1 dispersive focus. A carbon(C)
reaction target(377 mg/cm2 thick) was placed at the F2 ach-
romatic focus. Two PPACs, a silicon detectors50350
30.15 mm3d, and a plastic scintillator(0.5 mm thick) were
installed in the front of the reaction target. Two PPACs, a
plastic scintillator(1.5 mm thick), and a tilted-electrode gas
ionization chamber(TEG-IC) [20] were placed at the F3 fo-
cus (in order looking upstream). TEG-IC was filled with a
counting gasfAr-CH4s90% ,10%dg with effective length
650 mm sf=90 mmd. A 39f36 cm NaI(Tl) detector was
placed at the end of the beam line surrounded by reaction
suppressors. The reaction suppressors were plastic scintilla-
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tion counters which detected the emitted charged particles or
neutrons from reactions in the NaI(Tl).

Particles were identified event by event. A nucleus before
the reaction target was identified by the magnetic rigidity
sBrd, energy losssDEd, and time of flight(TOF) measured
for each fragment. TheBr was determined by position infor-
mation from a PPAC. The magnetic fields at the two dipole
magnets were monitored by NMR probes, andDE was mea-
sured using the silicon detector. TOF information before the
reaction target was determined by using the rf signal and the
timing signal from the plastic scintillator at F2.

A nucleus after the reaction target was identified by its
TOF, DE, and total energysEd. The TOF information was
obtained between two plastic scintillators, one at F2 and the
other at F3.DE was measured by the TEG-IC, andE was
measured by the NaI(Tl) detector.

After the selection ofZ=5 particles usingDE information
from TEG-IC, particles were identified by using TOF-
correctedE information from the NaI(Tl), as shown in Fig. 2.
A long tail towards the low-energy side and a small tail on

the high-energy side, as shown by the dotted line in Fig. 2,
are due to products of the nuclear reaction inside NaI(Tl),
and this is the main background for estimating the number of
fragments. In order to reduce this background as much as
possible, we used the reaction suppressors mentioned above.
Events could be removed offline if a signal due to charged
particles and/or neutrons produced inside the NaI(Tl) was
recorded in the reaction suppressors. The fragments13,14,15B
could be clearly separated from the17B, as shown by the
solid line in Fig. 2.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Reaction cross section

We measured the reaction cross section of17B on the C
reaction target by the transmission method. An incident pri-
mary beam of22Ne with 110A MeV accelerated by the
RIKEN ring cyclotron, was directed onto the Be or Ta pro-
duction target to produce17B as a secondary beam. The17B
secondary beam was transported from the F0 area to the F3
focus by using the achromatic operating mode of RIPS. Mea-
surements with and without the reaction target were per-
formed using the combinations of the Ta(Be) production
target and Al wedge degrader with central thickness of
1244 mg/cm2s2147 mg/cm2d, in order to correct for energy
loss in the reaction target. The17B beam energy was
77A MeV in the middle of the reaction target. The17B beam
intensity was around 200 counts/s and its purity was around
70% with a typical primary beam intensity of 300 pnA.

The reaction cross sectionssRd of 17B was determined by

sR = −
1

t
lnS Rin

Rout
D , s1d

where t denotes the reaction target thickness in units of
atom/cm2; Rin andRout are the ratios of the number of out-
going unreacted17B to that of an incident17B with and with-
out the reaction target, respectively. It should be noted here
that the outgoing particles include not only the unreacted17B

FIG. 1. Experimental setup at
RIPS.

FIG. 2. Particle identification of unreacted17B and fragments
from the breakup of17B. Fragments other thanZ=5 are already
subtracted. The dotted and solid lines show the energy spectrum
without and with the reaction suppression, respectively.
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but also any inelastic events and other fragments. The num-
ber of outgoing unreacted17B was determined by subtracting
the inelastic events and other fragments fromZ=5 outgoing
nuclei. Therefore, we carefully estimated the inelastic events
and the number of other fragments by using TOF information
(please refer to Ref.[21] for details).

The resultantsR at 77A MeV was determined to be
1400±29 mb and is shown in Table I along with the previous
result of the interaction cross sectionssId at high energy
s880A MeVd, which was measured at GSI[16].

The statistical error of the present measurement, which
depends on the uncertainty ofRin,out, was estimated to be
±19 mb in sR by using a binomial distribution for the out-
going particles. As for the other uncertainties, we considered
the following: (1) Contamination of the incident particles,
which stems from the reacted events in the silicon detector.
The ratio of contaminants to the incident17B was estimated
to be 1.69310−4 in an offline analysis. The error due to this
uncertainty was estimated to be ±9 mb insR. (2) The error
arising from the measurement of the reaction-target thickness
was estimated to be ±1 mb insR. (3) The error in the esti-
mation of the number of fragmentss13,14,15Bd and the ambi-
guity of its method was estimated to be ±7 mb insR. (4) The
error due to the uncertainty in the estimation of the inelastic
events has a large influence onsR, like the statistical error
mentioned above. We used the value of the half of the dif-
ference between the lower limit and upper limit of the esti-
mation as the error, which was ±18 mb insR.

We did find an enhancement ofsR compared with that of
the value predicted by a phenomenological formula, pro-
posed by Koxet al. [22]. The phenomenological formula can
well reproducesR for stable nuclei. The measuredsR and the
expected values from the phenomenological formula are
shown in Fig. 3.

As a derived from Ref.[23], sI can be treated assR at
relativistic energies(high energies). The enhancement of the
measuredsR at intermediate energy is much larger than that
at high energy. This fact implies the existence of a long tail at
a large distance from the center of the nucleus, since thesR
at intermediate energies are expected to be more sensitive to
the outer part of nucleus than those at high energies[5].

B. Glauber-model analysis

The Glauber-type calculation is a useful tool, which asso-
ciatessR and a density distributionfrsrdg in a high-energy
region, and has been widely used so far. Under the optical-
limit (OL) approximation,sR is calculated by

sR
OL = 2pE db bf1 − TsbdgCsEd, s2d

where CsEd denotes the influence of the Coulomb force.
Here,Tsbd is the transmission, which is given by

Tsbd = expH−E E o
i j

fGi jsb + s− tdrTi
z stdrPj

z ssdgdsdtJ ,

s3d

whereGi j is the profile function andb is the impact param-
eter;s and t denote the two-dimensional nucleon vectors in
the projectile and target nuclei, respectively, perpendicular to
the beam axis.rPj

z andrTi
z are thez integrated density of the

projectile and the target nuclei, respectively.
At an intermediate energy region, however, it is known

that the calculatedsR
OL underestimates the experimentalsR,

even for a stable12C+12C system. Zhenget al. took a finite-
range effect of nucleon-nucleon(NN) collisions into account
using a profile function[24] to correct the underestimation. It
is parameterized in the form of

Gi jsbd =
1 − ia

4pbi j
2 si jsEdexpS−

b2

2bi j
2 D , s4d

wheresi jsEd is the NN total cross section andbi j is under-
stood to be the range of interaction betweenNN [25], the
so-called finite-range parameter;a is the ratio between the
real and imaginary parts of theNN scattering amplitude at
zero degrees. Since we calculated onlysR, we did not need
to takea into account. We parametrized a new finite-range
parameter by fitting the energy dependence ofsR for the
12C+12C system, including new data from Ref.[26]. It can
be expressed as

bi j = 0.56288 expF− SE − 36.932

169.86
D2G + 0.11743. s5d

The calculatedsR
OL for the 12C+12C system is shown in Fig.

4(b). The experimentalsR of 12C is well reproduced if a
finite-range parameter is introduced.

TABLE I. sRs17Bd at intermediate energy andsIs
17Bd at high

energy on a carbon target.

Energy
sA MeVd sRsmbd sIsmbd

77 1400±29

880 1118±22a

aReference[16].

FIG. 3. MeasuredsR as a function of the incident beam energy.
The closed circle shows the present measurement, and the open
square shows the previous measurement[16]. The expected value
from the phenomenological formula is shown by the solid line.
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1. Harmonic oscillator function

We investigated whether a harmonic oscillator(HO)-type
rsrd alone can describe the energy dependence ofsR for 17B.
We calculatedsR

OL using Eq.(2) with the finite-range param-
eter. The width parametersaHOd was chosen to reproduce the
experimental data at high energy. We have tried two kinds of
methods using the HO-typersrd: one without the effect of a
deformation, and the other with a deformation, where the
deformation parametersb2d is calculated using

b2 =
4p

3ZeR0
2Î 5

16p
Q0, s6d

with intrinsic quadrupole moment Q0=QfsJ+1ds2J
+3dg / fJs2J−1dg and R0

2=0.0144A2/3 b [28]. The b2 for 17B
was calculated to be 0.54 with the experimentalQ moment
uQs17Bdu=38.6±1.5 mb[29]. The results are shown in Fig.
5(a).

It can be seen that neither calculation reproduces the data
at intermediate energy and at high energy simultaneously.
This situation differs from the case of12C. It is clear that the
HO-typersrd alone can not reproduce the experimentalsR of
17B, even if it takes the deformation into account.

2. HO-type plus square of Yukawa function

We assumedrsrd of 17B to be a HO-type function for the
core s15Bd plus a square of Yukawa function for the valence
two-neutron, and calculatedsR

OL with the finite-range param-
eter. The square of Yukawa function is known to be a good
approximation to the shape of a single-particle density at an
outer region of a core with centrifugal and Coulomb barriers.
The assumed density is expressed as

rpsrd = HO type, rnsrd = HHO type sr ø rcd
r0exps− lrd/r2 sr . rcd,

J
s7d

whererc is the critical radius in which the HO-type function
crosses with the square of Yukawa function;l is the
asymptotic slope of the tail and is used as the fitting param-
eter.

The rc value was determined by a normalization process
for the total number of neutrons. TheaHO of the core, chosen
to be 1.679 fm so as to reproducesI of 15B [30], is common
to both protons and neutrons. By fitting the measuredsR
with a free parametersld, the best fit was obtained withl
=0.77 andx2=8.03. The best-fit curve for the energy depen-
dence ofsR and the resultantrsrd are shown in Fig. 6. Since
the minimumx2 value is not very small, the experimental
uncertainty forrsrd is chosen to reproduce data at both in-
termediate and high energy.

Here we have also considered the deformation of the core
s15Bd, itself. Theb2 for 15B was calculated to be 0.57 using
Eq. (6) with the experimental Q moment uQs15Bdu

FIG. 4. (a) The assumedrsrd of 12C is a HO-type function. The
width parametersaHOd of the HO-typersrd was chosen to be 1.571
fm to reproduce the rms radius determined by the electron scatter-
ing experiment.(b) Energy dependence ofsR for the 12C+12C sys-
tem. The open circles show the experimental data, where the data at
intermediate energy are taken from Ref.[26] and those at high
energy are taken from Ref.[27]. The dashed and solid lines stand
for the calculation under the OL approach with zero-rangesbi j

=0d and finite-range treatment, respectively.

FIG. 5. (a) Energy dependence ofsR for 17B. The points are
measured values and the symbols are the same as those in Fig. 3.
The dashed and solid lines are the result of calculations withsb2

=0.54d and without the effect of a deformation, respectively.(b)
The correspondingrsrd.
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=38.01±1.08 mb[31]. We fitted the measuredsR with a free
parametersld under core deformation. The best fit was ob-
tained withl=0.68 andx2=7.38. Thersrd value was almost
the same as that in Fig. 6(a), since the minimumx2 value
does not differ significantly from that obtained for the spheri-
cal core case.

3. Few-body Glauber calculation

It is pointed out that a few-body(FB) Glauber-type cal-
culation may be more suitable to describe a weakly bound
system, like a halo nucleus[25,32]. Thus, we applied the FB
calculation to a three-body systemscore+neutron+neutrond
of 17B. sR can be expressed as

sR
FB =E dbf1 − ukw0uexphixFTsb̄d + ixnTsb̄ + s1d

+ ixnTsb̄ + s2djuw0lu2g, s8d

wherew0 denotes the wave function of a halo neutron;s1,2 is
the halo neutron’s vector from the core, perpendicular to the

beam axis;b̄ f=b−ss1+s2d /17g denotes the impact parameter
corresponding to a collision between the core and the target
nucleus;xFT is the phase-shift function between the core and
the target, andxnT is the phase-shift function between the
halo neutron and the target. The finite-range parameter in the
FB approach is the same as that used in the OL approach.

In this FB approach,rsrd of 17B was assumed as a HO-
type function for the cores15Bd plus valence two neutrons.
We have considered thes2s1/2dJ=0

2 or s1d5/2dJ=0
2 configurations

for the valence two neutrons, i.e.,

wsr1,r2d = ff jsr1df jsr2dgJ=0, s9d

where j =2s1/2 or 1d5/2 andwsr1,r2d is the wave function of
the valence two neutrons. The correlation of the two neutrons
was not taken into account. Each wave function,f2s1/2

srd and
f1d5/2

srd, was determined by solving the eigenvalue problem
of the Schrödinger equation in a Woods-Saxon potential for a
given value ofS2n/2, with a diffuseness parameter of 0.7 fm
and a radius parameter of 1.2A1/3 fm.

It was found that the pure 2s1/2 wave function overesti-
mated the measuredsR, and the pure 1d5/2 wave function
underestimated it. We thus considered a mixed configuration
as

wsr1,r2d = hÎfff2s1/2
sr1df2s1/2

sr2dgJ=0

+ Î1 − fff1d5/2
sr1df1d5/2

sr2dgJ=0j, s10d

where fsf ø1d denotes thes-wave spectroscopic factor[the
fraction of the wave function with the valence two-neutron
configuration ofs2s1/2dJ=0

2 or s1d5/2dJ=0
2 ]. We fitted the mea-

suredsR with a free parametersfd. The minimumx2 was
2.53 with f =0.5. It should be noted that the minimumx2

value is better than that obtained via the OL approach. The
resultantrsrd and the best-fit curve for the energy depen-
dence ofsR are shown in Fig. 7. In this case, we determined
the uncertainty of the density by taking the parameter at
sx2+1d.

The fraction parametersfd was simultaneously found to
be 50±10%. In other words thes-wave component is crucial
to the configuration for the valence two neutrons. This is
consistent with a previous results69±20%d [17] within the
experimental uncertainty.

FIG. 6. (a) Density distribution of17B obtained via the OL
approach. The hatched area shows the uncertainty. The upper limit
of the error corresponds to the data at intermediate energy, and the
lower limit of the error corresponds to that at high energy.(b) The
resultant best-fit curve for the energy dependence ofsR.

FIG. 7. Same as Fig. 6, but obtained via the FB approach.
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C. Density distribution

We have applied the two methods described in the previ-
ous sections. In the present analysis, the FB approach repro-
duces the experimental data better than the OL approach
from the point of the minimumx2 value. However, much
more assumptions are involved in the FB approach, the wave
function is assumed to be the product of the halo neutron
wave function and the core wave function. Moreover, the
slope of the tail is fixed byS2n. In contrast, an advantage of
the OL approach is the fact that the slope of the tail is inde-
pendently determined fromS2n. Thus, it is difficult to decide
which method should be better for17B density distribution.
Therefore, we include, as the finalrsrd of 17B, all distribu-
tions obtained from these two methods, and it is shown in
Fig. 8. It is clearly demonstrated that a long neutron tail with
a significant amplitude exists in the density distribution of
17B.

IV. SUMMARY

We have measured the reaction cross section for17B on a
carbon reaction target at an energy of 77A MeV by a trans-
mission method. Based on the assumption of a cores15Bd
plus valence two-neutron picture, the density distribution of
17B was deduced through the energy dependence of the re-
action cross section using a Glauber-type calculation.

We employed the finite-range Glauber-type calculation
under the optical-limit approximation as well as the few-
body approach. The new finite-range parameter in the profile
function is parameterized by using the energy dependence of
sR for the 12C+12C system.

It was proved that the neutron tail in the density distribu-
tion is essential for17B to reproduce the measured reaction
cross sections. The existence of the long neutron tail in17B
was demonstrated for the first time. The fraction of the wave
function with the valence two-neutron configuration of
s2s1/2dJ=0

2 or s1d5/2dJ=0
2 was found to be 50±10% under the

finite-range few-body Glauber-type calculation. Thes-wave
component is crucial to the configuration for the valence two
neutrons in17B, and can be understood to be one of the
phenomena required for neutron halo formation.
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